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About This Content

This content requires the base game The Escapists 2 on Steam in order to play.

Hear ye, hear ye, for crimes against the crown you have been sentenced to spend the rest of your days in the dungeon! Why not
get a job at the local blacksmith, or maybe entertain fellow inmates and guards with a wonderful lute performance? See the
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sights of the castle and check out the throne room, you might even be rewarded for your exploits in the old halls.

This medieval map comes with new items to find, craft and use in your efforts to escape this imposing fortress. It will be up to
you to deliver yourself into salvation. Will you fight your way through the prisons fearsome guards? Or maybe find a more

cunning way over the walls to freedom, but how will you cross the moat? Do you have what it takes to escape Dungeons and
Duct Tape.

Dungeons and Duct Tape is available separately or as part of the season pass.
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Team17 Digital Ltd, Mouldy Toof Studios
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Team17 Digital Ltd
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (32-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core Duo E6600 @ 2.4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4400, GeForce GT 8800, AMD Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound card

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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This is going to be quick, this was the worst game I have ever played and will probally always be the worst game I have ever
played, it is worse than dead bits!. RECOMMENDATION: MAYBE... IF THE PRICE WOULD BE NOT HIGHER THEN 2
DOLLARS...

Remember that game Populous 2: The Beginning? This game is very simular to it with a bit simplistical graphics. It also has a
large learning curve and not all mechanics work fluidly... Yet, once you understand how everything works, it's kinda a fun game.
You expand, you grow strong, you take over and you take out.

The camera however is a pain in your brown eye, especially when you are access the towncenter to give your minions their
assignments. But nevertheless, a nice little game that simulates one of the best populous games with decent graphics, effects and
sounds. The gameplay is adequate.

. No one to play what a waste of money. Great arcade racing! Fast paced, nice music, diversity with regimes, simple controls,
challenging on higher levels.. I returned it because the realism is lost in the physics. It's a fun game, and cheaper than most
model airplanes. If you're buying this to replace flying the real thing, you will be dissapointed. If you haven't flown the real
thing this would be a good place to start.
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I played this a long time ago and I still like it.. A really nice plateformer game where you are a cute tree on a beautiful world ! :)
A game made with love, we can saw it quickly.

A MUST HAVE ! :). Hack and slash with absolutely no effort put into the characters, party system, or the flying mechanic. A to
go up, double a to go down meaning you go up then go back down about 1.5 times as far as you just went up, or cancel wings
and freefall before activating. Good luck being on the same plane as your opponent. This game is garbage, wait until it's 10
bucks to check out the storyline, even the hook at the begining is insanely underwhelming.. This is a great game, you get 2-in-
one: the retextured version with lots of visual effects and the original version where you can experience how to use complex
movements and interactions with just 3 buttons (+ arrow keys off course).. EDIT: A shmup needs excellent and precise controls,
otherwise any and all potential for fun has been wasted. Keep reading for more detailed reasons why this game has failed, even
at it's low price point.

First off, I should mention that this is a sequel to Crazy Steam Bros. which you can find and play for free over on Kongregate.
It's a simple yet fun horizontal shoot'em up, or shmup, that has a number of interesting weapons and enemies to keep fans of the
genre occupied. It's not quite like your typical bullet hell shooter, but the games style is what sets it apart from the pack. I
enjoyed the original, although us players were stuck using just the keyboard and there were very few additional options to
choose from or adjust in game.

Crazy Steam Bros. 2 feels a bit like the original and looks slightly sharper. In fact, the graphics are quite charming given the era
that the game is supposed to take place in. The visuals won't blow you away but they work quite well for the theme of the game.
Unfortunately, I can't recommend Crazy Steam Bros 2 because of how it controls. It says on the steam store page that Crazy
Steam Bros 2 includes full controller support, and although I could get my wired Xbox 360 controller to work, it felt quite
wonky and my plain "floated" all over even after I had let go of the analog stick or the D-pad. Shooters need to be smooth and
precise, and while the Keyboard controls work better than the controller, I can't recommend the game considering how
unintuitive the controls feel while playing with a gamepad.

It's very obvious that this is a game that could be played on a tablet or mobile device (there's even an option that allows you to
hide or show touchscreen controls while you play - although I can't see why anyone would want to play this using touch screen
controls even if you do own a smart monitor!). Even mouse input would have been a nice option, but the controls really do need
to be more precise. I'm sad to say that It almost feels like a rushed port, which it very well might be. I really wanted to like
Crazy Steam Bros 2 especially since I found the original to be novel idea with some entertaining gameplay, even though it was
free and the game wasn't very long. The sequel unfortunately doesn't provide enough options, or precision in its control schemes
that should be found in any and all good Shmups.

Crazy Steam Bros 2 isn't a bad game, it just controls badly, and until these rudimentary features are fixed, it isn't worth your
money, not even at the low price it's selling for. It should also be mentioned that there are no Steam Leaderboards either, even
though it is listed as a feature on the Steam store page.

Be patient and wait to see if the game is updated anytime soon. If it is, then I'll update my review as well.. I much prefer this
type of Hidden Object game to the newer ones, that are more adventure-lite, having a minimum of HO scenes, lots of wandering
around and doing mini games.
This is the classic Hidden Object Game, where there are no mini games and only HO scenes.
Storywise it's on par with all the others in that it's basically a lot of nonsense.
The graphics really shows the game's age though, and it will probably keep a lot of people away, as it's really low-res and grainy.
Still, that didn't stop me from enjoying the game.. Updated as of June 8: Brown has released an update for the game which
addresses my main issues. The user experience is much improved, and I am pleased to now be able to recommend the game.

I am a fan of Brown's previous games, and have over a thousand puzzles solved in Hexcells Infinite. So I was really looking
forward to trying his latest effort. Unfortunately it is not up to the standard of his earlier work, and I can not recommend it (at
least in the current state, hopefully some changes will be made).

Some of the mechanics of the puzzles are not explained at all clearly, unlike in his previous work where each new concept was
demonstrated with an introductory puzzle or two. Instead one is forced to trial and error to work out how the mechanic works.
This frustration is increased because the result of making an error is to be thrown back to the main menu, forcing a restart of
that puzzle. I much preferred the system in Hexcells, where the error was flagged but you remained in the puzzle and could
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think through where you went astray so you could learn from your mistake. Then you could restart the puzzle from scratch and
try for a clean solve.

There are some good ideas in CrossCells, and I hope Brown makes some changes to address these issues. But in its current form
this game is quite a disappointment.. Great potential here but you have a lot of work to do. You guys seem to know what we
want, and I hope this turns into a fully developed game. I would def spend big bucks if done right.. I had really high hopes for
this game. I loved the MTA back then and since no other Steam game made a New York Subway game, I was excited for this
game. At first the price was insane, $34.99. I waited till the Summer Sale 2015 and I bought it for $23.44. I got the game and
when I clicked new game, the game crashed. I then got a new graphics card (NVIDIA Geforce GT 610) and the game started
but, the frame rate was extremely low. I had TF2 and Gmod on my PC and they worked decently but this didnt. To all of you,
please dont waste your money on this game.. i did not care for the non updated game
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